1. Introduction

▶ The goal of this module is to understand the interaction between languages and computation.

▶ Questions to be considered
  ▶ What is a programming language?
  ▶ How to compile a programming language?
  ▶ How to parse a text written in a formal or semi-formal language?
  ▶ How to define the syntax and semantics of programming languages?
  ▶ What are the limits of computation?
Observation

- Program is given as a file.
- The content of the file is a string of Unicode characters.
- When a programmer reads it he immediately parses it.
- The compiler needs to do the same in order to translate it into machine executable code.

Example 2: Haskell

data Bintree a = Leaf | Node a (Bintree a) (Bintree a)
deriving Show
type Table t = [t]

search :: Eq t => t -> Table t -> Int
search x t = head [i | (i,x') <- zip [0..] t, x == x']

numberNode :: Eq t => t -> (Table t) -> (Int, Table t)
numberNode x table = if elem x table
  then (search x table, table)
  else
    (length table, table ++ [x])

Observation

- Different paradigm.
- Semantics needs to be defined quite differently.
- Program again given essentially as a string which needs to be parsed.
Example 3: HTML

```html
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML//EN">
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Hello World</title>
  </head>
  <body>
    <h1>Hello World</h1>
    <hr>
    <address><a href="mailto:a.g.setzer@swan.ac.uk">anton setzer</a></address>
  </body>
</html>
```

Example Structured Code

Swansea University results for 17 students, as at 27/08/09

123456, SMITH. John (XCSCS G400 22/09/08-22/06/11), CSCI
  ,(JONES M.W.), 10cr,09 CS-106 , 45%P ,
  , 20cr,09 CS-108 , 46%P ,
  , 20cr,09 CS-116 , 53%P ,
  , 10cr,09 CS-124 , 52%P ,
  , 10cr,09 CS-126 , 32%F (OS),
  , 20cr,09 CS-141 , 21%F (OS),
  , 10cr,09 CS-191 , 22%F (OS),
  , 20cr,09 EG-060 , 22%F (OS),
  ,120cr pursued. 60cr pass. 60cr fail/TF.
  ,Progress:RFM,

Observation

- Above output was intended to be human readable.
- Not intended to be processed by a machine.
- Because it is computer generated, it follows a certain structure.
- This structure can be analysed and then the output can be processed by a machine.

Observation

- Structure changes when the program producing it is changed.
- Parsing it by hand is possible but difficult to maintain.
- Better to define a grammar for this output.
- Then generate a parse tree using tools from this grammar.
- This grammar can more easily be adapted when the format of the output changes.
Example: Google

Observation

- Two levels:
  - HTML encoding.
  - Structured output from the program encoded into HTML.
- Structure rather complex.
- Parsing might be useful in order to find out strategies for obtaining higher Google ranks.
- Raw parsing possible (e.g. find out all links), but might miss out features like grouping of the links.
- Better to write a grammar.
  - Parsing would usually use a standard parser from HTML and then parse the resulting output using a grammar.

Example: Email

From: Yi Zhang <zhy0118@YAHOO.COM>
To: setzer@math.uu.se
Subject: Help Mssg.

Date: Sat, 17 Oct 2008 23:53:23 -0700 (PDT)

Observation

- Parsing of such files done by the email program.
- It might be useful for us to write our own parser.
- Again writing a grammar and using a tool for parsing is the solution.
3 Aspects of Programs

- Syntax
  - The text of the program.
- Semantics
  - The behaviour of the program.
- Data
  - The Information to be transformed by the program.

Assessment:

- 70% Exam.
- 20% Lab Sessions
- 10% Coursework

Plan for this Module

1. Introduction.
2. Grammars for defining syntax.
3. Data.
4. Semantics of Programs.
5. Limits of Computation.

In parallel there will be labsessions on tools for parsing syntax on Thursday and Friday, given by Chris Whyley. They are labelled as CSP236 in the timetable.
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